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Abstract
We study the behavior of fermion spectral functions for the holographic topolog-
ical Weyl and nodal line semimetals. We calculate the topological invariants from
the Green functions of both holographic semimetals using the topological Hamilto-
nian method, which calculates topological invariants of strongly interacting systems
from an effective Hamiltonian system with the same topological structure. Non-
trivial topological invariants for both systems have been obtained and the presence
of nontrivial topological invariants further supports the topological nature of the
holographic semimetals.
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1 Introduction
Topological states of matter are a new type of quantum states of matter that cannot be
described by the Landau-Ginzburg paradigm and do not possess a local order param-
eter [1]. They are otherwise characterized by nontrivial topological structures in their
quantum wave functions and possess novel nontrivial properties that are stable under
small perturbations. Many topological states of matter have been found in laboratories
already, e.g. topological insulators, anomalous quantum Hall effects, Weyl semimetals,
etc.. As most known properties of topological states of matter have been studied in the
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weakly coupled theory, an important question is if interactions, especially strong inter-
actions, will change the topological properties and destroy the topological structures of
these systems.
In [2, 3] and [4], strongly coupled topological Weyl and nodal line semimetals were
found in the framework of anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspon-
dence, which turns a strongly coupled field theoretical problem into a weakly coupled
classical gravity problem [5, 6, 7]. The evidence that the holographic Weyl and nodal
line semimetals are topological semimetals includes the anomalous Hall conductivity for
Weyl semimetals [3], the induced effect of surface state [8], as well as the nodal loop from
the dual fermion spectral functions [4]. Based on the holographic models of semimetals,
many interesting observations have been made, including a prediction of nontrivial Hall
viscosity in the quantum critical region due to the presence of the mixed gauge gravita-
tional anomaly [9], the axial anomalous Hall effect [10], the behavior of AC conductivity
[11], the disorder effect on the topological phase transition [12], and the properties of
quantum chaos in the quantum critical region [13].3 Moreover it has been shown that
there is a universal bulk topological structure for both holographic topological semimetals
[4], where the near horizon behavior of the solutions determines that small perturbations
could not gap the semimetal phases. However, topological invariants could not be de-
fined associated with the bulk topological structure, and for a further nontrivial piece
of evidence — the topological invariants, we have to resort to the dual Green functions
obtained from probe fermions on the bulk background.
For weakly coupled topological systems, topological invariants can be defined from
the Bloch states, i.e. the eigenstates of the weakly coupled Hamiltonians. A simple
example is the nontrivial Berry phase associated with a closed loop in the momentum
space of many topological systems, which is calculated from the Berry connection of the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Equivalently, the formula for the topological invariants
could also be rewritten using Green functions, which in principle also works at the strong
coupling limit. However, the topological invariants defined from Green functions usually
require an integral in the imaginary frequency axis, which is extremely time consuming
when we only have numerical results for the Green functions. In [16, 17, 18], a method
called topological Hamiltonian was developed, which states that topological invariants
of a strongly coupled system could be calculated from the eigenstates of an effective
Hamiltonian in the same way as in the weakly coupled theory.
As proved in [16, 17, 18], this effective topological Hamiltonian could be directly
defined from the zero frequency Green functions and it possesses the same topological
structure as the original strongly coupled system. Thus to calculate the topological
invariants in a strongly coupled holographic semimetal system, we would first need to
3Different holographic models for Weyl semimetal can be found in [14, 15].
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have the zero frequency Green functions of the fermions that compose the semimetal
systems and then calculate the topological invariants from the topological Hamiltonian
as if in a weakly coupled system. In this paper we will first probe fermions on the
background of the holographic Weyl and nodal line semimetals and calculate the dual
retarded Green functions for the fermionic operators, especially focussing on the zero
frequency Green functions. Then we obtain the effective topological Hamiltonian and
calculate the topological invariants for the holographic semimetals using the topological
Hamiltonian method. We will finally show that the holographic semimetals we have
obtained indeed possess nontrivial topological invariants.
The paper is organized as follows. We will first review the holographic Weyl and
nodal line semimetal models in Sec. 2, which form the basic setups of the topologically
nontrivial backgrounds whose topological invariants we will calculate in the paper. In Sec.
3 we will first construct the actions for probe fermions on the background of holographic
Weyl and nodal line semimetals separately and then give the prescriptions for calculating
retarded Green functions in these two cases. These serve as the basic prescriptions for
calculating zero frequency Green functions which we will use In Sec. 4 to calculate the
topological invariants for both holographic semimetals using the topological Hamiltonian
method as the topological Hamiltonian is directly defined from the zero frequency Green
functions. Sec. 5 is devoted to conclusions and open questions.
2 Review of holographic Weyl and nodal line semimet-
als
In this section, we first review the basic setups and the topological structures of the
holographic Weyl and nodal line semimetals as well as their phase diagrams. The basics
in this section will provide the topologically nontrivial semimetal background for the
calculation of topological invariants in Sec 4. More details could be found in [3, 4].
2.1 Holographic Weyl semimetals
A Weyl semimetal breaks either time reversal or inversion symmetry [19]. For a holo-
graphic Weyl semimetal, we have two important fields in the bulk: the axial gauge field
Aa corresponding to the time reversal symmetry breaking operator whose source intends
to separate one Dirac node into two Weyl nodes and a scalar field Φ corresponding to the
Dirac mass operator whose source intends to gap the system. As a mass operator in the
field theory breaks the axial symmetry, this scalar field should be axially charged in the
bulk with a nonzero source at the boundary that breaks the axial symmetry explicitly.
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The bulk action of the holographic Weyl semimetal system [3] is
S =
∫
d5x
√−g
[
1
2κ2
(
R +
12
L2
)
− 1
4
F2 − 1
4
F 2 +
α
3
abcdeAa
(
3FbcFde + FbcFde
)
− (DaΦ)∗(DaΦ)− V1(Φ)
]
,
where Da = ∇a − iq1Aa and Fµν , Fµν are the vector U(1)V gauge field strength and the
axial U(1)A gauge field strength separately. α is the coefficient of the Chern-Simons term
which corresponds to the chiral anomaly and Φ is the axially charge scalar field. The
potential term is
V1 = m
2
1|Φ|2 +
λ1
2
|Φ|4 . (2.1)
We choose the mass of the scalar field to be m21 = −3 for simplicity.
At zero temperature, the solution can be parametrized as
ds2 = u(−dt2 + dx2 + dy2) + dr
2
u
+ hdz2 , Φ = φ , A = Azdz . (2.2)
The asymptotic AdS boundary conditions characterizing proper source terms are
Φ =
M
r
+ · · · , Az = b+ · · · . (2.3)
For general parameter values, there exist three kinds of near horizon solutions at
zero temperature, which flow to boundary solutions at three regions of M/b. The critical
solution corresponds to the near horizon Lifshitz solution, which flows to boundaryM/b =
(M/b)c. The Weyl semimetal phase has an AdS5 near horizon solution and flows to values
of M/b < (M/b)c. The trivial phase has an AdS5 near horizon solution with a different IR
AdS radius and flows to values of M/b > (M/b)c. The different IR AdS radius indicates
that some degrees of freedom are gapped out along the RG flow from UV to IR. Note
that λ1Φ
4 at the horizon denotes the degrees of freedom that are not gapped out in the
IR. For the reference of the following sections, we write here the near horizon geometry
for the topological phase
u = r2, h = r2, Az = a1 +
pia21φ
2
1
16r
e−
2a1
r , φ =
√
piφ1
(a1
2r
)3/2
e−
a1
r , (2.4)
where a1 is the near horizon value of the separation Az and φ1 is a free parameter flowing
the symmetry to different boundary values of M/b < (M/b)c.
For the Weyl semimetal, there is a smoking gun transport coefficient: the anomalous
Hall conductivity σAHE, which is only nonzero in the Weyl semimetal phase. Semi-
analytic calculations showed that σAHE = 8αAz
∣∣
r=r0
with the horizon value of Az. Fig 1
shows the anomalous Hall conductivity as a function of M/b, indicating that the phase
at M/b < (M/b)c is indeed the topological Weyl semimetal phase.
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Figure 1: The dependance of anomalous Hall conductivity at zero temperature in the holo-
graphic Weyl semimetal as a function of M/b for m21 = −3, q1 = 1, λ1 = 1/10.
2.2 Holographic nodal line semimetals
A nodal line semimetal has a nontrivial shape of Fermi surface where Fermi points connect
to form a loop under certain symmetries (see [20] for a review). A topologically nontrivial
nodal line semimetal cannot be gapped by small perturbations unless passing through
a topological phase transition. Two important fields in the holographic setup are the
massive two form field Bab whose dual source intends to deform the Dirac point to a
nodal loop and the axially charged scalar field whose dual source intends to gap the
system. The action [4] is
S =
∫
d5x
√−g
[
1
2κ2
(
R +
12
L2
)
− 1
4
F2 − 1
4
F 2 +
α
3
abcdeAa
(
3FbcFde + FbcFde
)
− (DaΦ)∗(DaΦ)− V1(Φ)− 1
3η
(D[aBbc])∗(D[aBbc])− V2(Bab)− λ|Φ|2B∗abBab]
where Fab = ∂aVb−∂bVa is the vector gauge field strength, Fab = ∂aAb−∂bAa is the axial
gauge field strength, Da = ∇a − iq1Aa, Da = ∇a − iq2Aa and
D[aBbc] = ∂aBbc + ∂bBca + ∂cBab − iq2AaBbc − iq2AbBca − iq2AcBab . (2.5)
The potential terms are
V1 = m
2
1|Φ|2 +
λ1
2
|Φ|4 , V2 = m22B∗abBab , (2.6)
where m21 is the mass of the scalar field and m
2
2 is the mass of the two form field. The
λ term denotes the interaction between the scalar field and the two form field. Without
loss of generality we choose the conformal dimension for operators dual to Φ and Bab to
be 1, i.e. m21 = −3 and m22 = 1. We also set λ = 1, λ1 = 0.1 and η = 1 for simplicity.
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Note that here the real part of Φ corresponds to the operator ψ¯ψ and the imaginary
part corresponds to ψ¯Γ5ψ as could be checked from the ward identity for J5µ. However,
the real and imaginary parts of Bab do not correspond to the composite operators ψ¯Γµνψ
and ψ¯ΓµνΓ
5ψ. This is because ψ¯ΓµνΓ5ψ = i
2
µνρσψ¯Γ
ρσψ, which means that the real part
and imaginary part of Bab should have a self duality property in order to be dual to
ψ¯Γµνψ and ψ¯ΓµνΓ
5ψ. Here Bab could instead be considered to be dual to a sum of many
such kinds of composite operators each composed of a different fermionic operator. In
this way, Bab does not need to have the self dual property between its real and imaginary
parts. An action that could describe the two form field with the self dual property is
S ∝ ∫ d5x√−g[i(B ∧H∗ −B∗ ∧H +m2B|B|2)], where H = dB − iq2A5 ∧B [21, 22].4
The zero temperature solution can be parameterized as
ds2 = u(−dt2 + dz2) + dr
2
u
+ f(dx2 + dy2) , Φ = φ(r) , Bxy = B(r) . (2.7)
The asymptotic AdS boundary conditions with proper source terms are
Φ ' M
r
+ · · · , Bxy ' br + · · · . (2.8)
We have three different kinds of near horizon geometries at zero temperature. The
critical soluton has a Lifshitz symmetry at the horizon and flows to M/b = (M/b)c at the
boundary. The nodal line semimetal phase has another Lifshitz near horizon solution and
flows to values of M/b < (M/b)c. The trivial phase has an AdS5 near horizon solution
with a different IR AdS radius and flows to values of M/b > (M/b)c. The different IR
AdS radius indicates that some degrees of freedom get gapped out along the RG flow
from UV to IR. For the reference of following sections, we list the near horzion geometry
for the topological phase
u =
1
8
(11 + 3
√
13)r2
(
1 + δu rα1
)
,
f =
√
2
√
13
3
− 2 b0rα
(
1 + δf rα1
)
,
φ = φ0r
β ,
B = b0r
α
(
1 + δb rα1
)
,
where (α, β, α1) = (0.183, 0.290, 1.273), (δf, δb) = (−2.616,−0.302)δu for the parameter
values that we have fixed above.
4We thank Carlos Hoyos and Elias Kiritsis for helpful discussions on this point.
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2.3 A universal bulk topological structure
There is a universal bulk topological structure for the holographic topological semimetals
determined by the horizon solutions. We denote the two kinds of fields as A and φ, the
first of which deforms the topology of the Fermi point to whatever possible configurations
and the second intends to gap the system. The conformal dimension of the two fields
at the horizon are δA,φ± separately and the leading order horizon solutions of the two
fields are A, φ ∼ cA,φrδA,φ+ + · · · , where the rδA,φ− terms are too divergent to get regular
solutions. The crucial observation is that at the horizon the two coefficients cA,φ cannot
both be nonzero due to the interaction between A and φ which leads to three different
adiabatically connected solutions. The solutions are distingushed into three categories:
(1) cA 6= 0, cφ = 0; (2) cA = 0, cφ 6= 0, and (3) cA = 0, cφ = 0, corresponding to three
types of phases — the topological semimetal phase, the partially gapped phase and the
critical point. At the horizon cA,φ cannot coexist leads to the fact that at the semimetal
phase, we cannot find a solution of perturbations of the gap operator that could gap the
system. Thus small perturbations could not gap the system indicating that the semimetal
phases are topological semimetals.
3 Fermion spectral functions of holographic semimet-
als
The existence of a universal bulk topological structure suggests that we could in principle
produce a large class of holographic zero density systems which possess a nontrivial topo-
logical structure. In some cases we could obtain some specific transport behavior which
tells what is the corresponding topological state, e.g. in the Weyl semimetal case, nontriv-
ial anomalous Hall conductivity shows that it corresponds to a topologically nontrivial
Weyl semimetal. However, in most cases, we would not be able to tell from the bulk
topological structure what would be the boundary topological structure. In condensed
matter physics, the band structure is used to characterize topological structures of weakly
coupled topological states of matter. The wave function of electrons or equivalently the
Hamiltonian of the system possesses a nontrivial topological structure and topological in-
variants could be defined. Here for the strongly coupled topological states of matter, there
is no band theory or even no quasiparticle descriptions, however, we could still detect the
topological structure from the dual Green functions of probe fermions and calculate the
topological invariants from the Green functions.5 In this section we probe the holographic
Weyl/nodal line semimetals with fermions and provide prescriptions for calculating the
5Fermion spectral function for the holographic finite density systems were first studied in [23, 24].
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dual fermion Green functions. The calculations in this section will provide the basic se-
tups for obtaining the topological Hamiltonians for the holographic semimetal systems as
the topological Hamiltonian could be directly constructed from the zero frequency Green
functions.
3.1 Probe fermions on the holographic Weyl semimetal
To probe the dual fermion spectrum of the holographic Weyl semimetal, we add a probe
fermion on the background geometry (2.2) and calculate the dual Green functions from
the holographic dictionary. In five dimensions, a bulk four component spinor corresponds
to a two component chiral spinor of the dual four dimensional field theory [25]. We utilize
two spinors Ψ1 and Ψ2 with opposite masses and one standard quantization while the
other alternative quantization to correspond to two opposite chiralities.6
For the holographic Weyl semimetal, Φ breaks the axial symmetry so that it couples
the left chirality to the right chirality. The axial potential Az breaks the time reversal
symmetry while conserves the axial symmetry, though the two chiralities are affected in
different ways by Az. This leads to the following action of probe fermions
S = S1 + S2 + Sint , (3.1)
S1 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯1
(
ΓaDa −mf − iAaΓa
)
Ψ1 ,
S2 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯2
(
ΓaDa +mf + iAaΓ
a
)
Ψ2 ,
Sint = −
∫
d5x
√−g(iη1ΦΨ¯1Ψ2 + iη∗1Φ∗Ψ¯2Ψ1) ,
where
Da = ∂a − i
4
ωmn,aΓ
mn , (3.2)
and we choose both the axial charge and the coupling constant η1 to be 1. Note that
the coupling constant in front of Az is opposite for the two spinors. We use the following
convention of Γ-matrices
Γµ = γµ , Γr = γ5 , Γt =
(
0 i
i 0
)
, Γi =
(
0 iσi
−iσi 0
)
, Γr =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (3.3)
From this form of bulk action for probe fermions, we could see that Φ corresponds to
the operators of ψ¯ψ and ψ¯γ5ψ where ψ is the boundary four component spinor operator.
6Equivalently one could as well choose two spinors with the same mass and the same quantization
with the spatial Γ-matrices of one spinor having an opposite sign compared to the other spinor.
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In (3.1) Φ couples to Ψ¯1Ψ2, which with Ψ1,2 taking opposite quantizations is just the
expectation value of the dual operator of ψ¯ψ when the source of ψ is zero. Similar probe
fermionic action was considered in [26] to study the holographic mass effect of the four
dimensional Dirac fermions.
The equations of motion are(
ΓaDa −mf − iA5zΓz
)
Ψ1 − η1φΨ2 = 0 ,(
ΓaDa +mf + iA
5
zΓ
z
)
Ψ2 − η1φΨ1 = 0 , (3.4)
where we have used Φ = φ(r) and η1 being a real number. We expand the bulk fermion
field as
Ψl = (uf)
−1/2ψle−iωt+ikxx+ikyy+ikzz , l = 1, 2 . (3.5)
Since the spacetime background is isotropic in the x-, y-plane, after substituting the
background geometry the equations of motion for probe fermions become(
Γr∂r +
1
u
(
− iωΓt+ ikxΓx+ ikyΓy
)
+
1√
uf
(
i(kz∓Az)Γz
)
+(−1)lmf√
u
)
ψl−η1 φ√
u
ψl¯ = 0
(3.6)
with l = (1, 2) and l¯ = 3− l. For the Weyl semimetal phase, the equations are isometric
in the x-y directions and there is a ω → −ω or kz → −kz symmetry.
We can solve (3.6) as a set of eight coupled functions. At the horizon the ingoing
boundary condition depends on the near horizon geometry. For the topologically trivial
phase, the near horizon ingoing solution for nonzero k while ω → 0 is real just as the
pure AdS5 case in [25] and the imaginary part of the Green function is automatically
zero where no Fermi surface could be found. For the topologically nontrivial and critical
phases, the near horizon ingoing boundary condition is
ψl = e
i
√
∆l
r

zl1
(
1 + . . .
)
zl2
(
1 + . . .
)
i√
∆l
(
(ω + kz + (−1)lAz)zl1 + (kx − iky)zl2
)(
1 + . . .
)
i√
∆l
(
(kx + iky)z
l
1 + (ω − (kz + (−1)laz))zl2
)(
1 + . . .
)
 (3.7)
with ∆l = ω
2 − k2x − k2y − (kz + (−1)laz)2 for ω2 > k2x + k2y + (kz + (−1)laz)2, where
· · · denotes subleading terms. We will focus on the non-negative frequency and the
near horizon boundary condition is only complex when ω > k1 or ω > k2, where kl =√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz + (−1)la0)2 with a0 the horizon value of Az. This is similar to the pure
AdS case.
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Near the boundary r →∞, the Dirac fields behave as
ψ1 =

a11 r
mf + · · ·
a12 r
mf + · · ·
a13 r
−mf + · · ·
a14 r
−mf + · · ·
 , ψ2 =

a21 r
−mf + · · ·
a22 r
−mf + · · ·
a23 r
mf + · · ·
a24 r
mf + · · ·
 . (3.8)
Because the two chiralities couple to each other, the source of ψ1,2 will also source ex-
pectation values of ψ2,1. To calculate the retarded Green function, we need four different
horizon boundary conditions and get four sets of source and expectation values. We
denote the four boundary conditions as I, II, III, IV respectively and the source and
expectation matrices are
Ms =

a1,I1 a
1,II
1 a
1,III
1 a
1,IV
1
a1,I2 a
1,II
2 a
1,III
2 a
1,IV
2
a2,I3 a
2,II
3 a
2,III
3 a
2,IV
3
a2,I4 a
2,II
4 a
2,III
4 a
2,IV
4
 and Me =

−a2,I1 −a2,II1 −a2,III1 −a2,IV1
−a2,I2 −a2,II2 −a2,III2 −a2,IV2
a1,I3 a
1,II
3 a
1,III
3 a
1,IV
3
a1,I4 a
1,II
4 a
1,III
4 a
1,IV
4
 .
The Green function is obtained by G = iΓtMeM
−1
s . After getting G we find eigenvalues
of G and read the imaginary part of the four eigenvalues. We could calculate the retarded
Green function using numerics with a very small ω for numerical convenience.
3.2 Probe fermions on the holographic nodal line semimetal
The basic setup for the probe fermions on the holographic nodal line semimetal back-
ground (2.7) has already been obtained in [4] and here we will elaborate on more details.
The coupling of the two bulk probe spinors to the scalar field is the same as in the Weyl
semimetal case while for the holographic nodal line semimetal background, there seem
to be multiple consistent ways to couple the two spinors to the Bab field and it turns
out that only one way of coupling can deform the Fermi point to a circle. Expanding
ψL,R to the bulk four component spinor ψ1,2, we could write the action of the bulk probe
fermions as follows
S = S1 + S2 + Sint , (3.9)
S1 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯1
(
ΓaDa −mf
)
Ψ1 ,
S2 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯2
(
ΓaDa +mf
)
Ψ2 ,
Sint = −
∫
d5x
√−g
(
iΦΨ¯1Ψ2 + iΦ
∗Ψ¯2Ψ1 + LB
)
, (3.10)
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and
LB = −i(η2BabΨ¯1Γabγ5Ψ2 − η∗2B∗abΨ¯2Γabγ5Ψ1) . (3.11)
Note that the Lorentz invariance in the tangent space has been explicitly broken in the
bulk and this is because we have already chosen the source and expectation to correspond
to the boundary values of Γrψs,e1 = ±ψs,e1 and Γrψs,e2 = ∓ψs,e2 . Here Γxyγ5 exchanges
the position of the source and expectation spinors of Ψ1,2 so that Bab couples to the
expectation values of both bulk spinors Ψ1,2. If we take two spinors of the same mass
and the same quantization, we would not need the γ5 matrix in the LB term but in the
Φ term to couple the fields to the expectation values of ΨL,R at the boundary.
There are other physically consistent ways to construct the action of SB, e.g. some
possibilities are
SB1 = −
∫
d5x
√−g(iη2BabΨ¯1ΓabΨ1 + iη2B∗abΨ¯2ΓabΨ2) , (3.12)
SB2 = −
∫
d5x
√−g(iη2BabΨ¯1ΓabΨ1 − iη2B∗abΨ¯2ΓabΨ2) , (3.13)
SB3 = −
∫
d5x
√−g(iη2BabΨ¯1ΓabΨ2 + iη2B∗abΨ¯2ΓabΨ1) . (3.14)
However, all these could not probe the fermion spectral functions of the nodal line
semimetal states but other systems where Bab corresponds to the source of other types
of composite operators, and only the choice of LB in (3.11) corresponds to a topological
nodal line semimetal.
The corresponding Dirac equation can be written as(
Γr∂r +
1
u
(
− iωΓt + ikzΓz
)
+
1√
uf
(
ikxΓ
x + ikyΓ
y
)
+ (−1)lmf√
u
)
ψl
−
(
η1
Φ√
u
+ (−1)lη2 b√
uf
Γxyγ5
)
ψl¯ = 0 , (3.15)
with l = (1, 2) and l¯ = 3− l.
The system has an SO(2) symmetry in the kx-ky plane and only depends on kx−y =√
k2x + k
2
y. Thus without loss of generality we could work at ky = 0 in the following.
For kz 6= 0 or ω 6= 0 the kz or ω terms are more important at the horizon, thus the
infalling near horizon boundary conditions are determined by kz or ω. For kz = ω = 0,
the near horizon boundary conditions are determined by the kx and ky terms. Then we
could obtain the Green functions using the same formula as for the holographic Weyl
semimetal phase.
We could work at kz = 0 while ω → 0 to see the imaginary part of poles in the
retarded Green functions. At ω = 0 the imaginary part would disappear and the retarded
11
Green functions become real. However, here for the purpose of calculating the topological
invariants and also because we could still detect the imaginary poles at kz = ω = 0 which
becomes divergences in the real part, we would focus on the kz = ω = 0 data directly.
For these poles, when we introduce a very small ω high peaks of imaginary parts would
show up.
At zero frequency and kz = 0, the four eigenvalues of the Green function are all
real and appear in pairs in the form of (g1,−g1, g2,−g2), where g1 and g2 are positive
values and without loss of generality we choose g1 ≥ g2. We denote the two branches
of eigenstates with eigenvalues g1,−g1 as “bands I” and the two branches of eigenstates
with eigenvalues g2,−g2 as “bands II”. An illustration of the four bands in the ω-kx plane
at ky = kz = 0 is in Fig. 2. Bands crossings arise when g1 = g2 where bands I and bands
II cross at two symmetric points or when g1 =∞ where bands I cross at a pole.
From numerics we could tell that for background solutions in the nodal line semimetal
phase, there are multiple and discrete Fermi nodal lines at kF,i =
√
k2x + k
2
y in the fermion
spectral functions at which a pole exists at ω = kz = 0. At the critical point, kF = 0 for
ω = 0. The nodal lines at kF,i and ω = 0 are all band crossing lines of two bands. At the
nodal lines the zero frequency Green functions have two infinite eigenvalues corresponding
to these two crossing bands and two other finite and opposite to each other eigenvalues
corresponding to the two gapped bands.
Figure 2: Illustration of “bands” I and II near a kF,i in the ω-kx plane for ky = kz = 0. The
pole kF,i is always a band crossing point of two “bands”.
One immediate question is if these poles all come from the same two bands or different
sets of two bands. For the second possibility, gapped bands at a certain kF,i might become
gapless poles at another kF,j 6=i and for this to happen, the two sets of bands have to
intersect at some points in the ω-kx plane at ky = kz = 0. Fig. 3 shows the illustration
for the spectrum in the ω-kx plane for a multiple-nodal line system where all the poles
are from the same two bands (left) or from different sets of two bands (right).
12
Figure 3: Illustration for a multiple-nodal line system in the E − kx plane where all the poles
are from the same two bands (left) or come from different sets of two bands (right).
To answer this question, it seems that we would need a spectral density plot of G(ω, k)
for the ω-kx plane to see which of the following possibility happens: (1) the two sets of
bands I and II would intersect at some points in the ω-kx plane and some of the poles are
from bands I and others are from bands II; or (2) the two sets of bands do not intersect
for the whole ω-kx plane and the poles are always from bands I. However, in fact we
could distinguish these two possibilities just from the data of the zero frequency Green
functions. The explanation is the following. When there is a pole in the zero frequency
Green function, i.e. at least one of the eigenvalues reaches infinity, a Fermi point would
appear at ω = 0 in the spectral density plot for spectral weight of fermions in the ω-kx
plane. The value of the zero frequency Green function eigenvalues reflects how far the
band peaks are from the kx axis in the spectral density plot. When the eigenvalue is
small (large), the bands are far away from (close to) the kx axis. Thus we could use the
eigenvalues of G−1(0, kx) to denote the relative distance of the bands to the kx axis and
plot a qualitative picture of spectral density plot in the ω-kx plane. In this way, to tell
if all the poles come from the same bands or different bands we only need to examine
if there is a band crossing point between two adjacent poles at which g1 = g2. If g1 is
always larger than g2 when the system evoles from one pole kF,i to the next one kF,i+1,
then we could tell that the poles are always from bands I, however, if there is a certain
kF,i < kx < kF,i+1 at which g1 = g2, the two poles should come from different sets of
bands.7
Fig. 4 is the qualitative behavior of the bands for M/b ' 0.0013 and mf = −1/4,
7The band crossing points always exist when we tune the value of M/b in the nodal lines semimetal
phase, thus the band crossing should not be accidental.
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which should agree qualitatively with the spectral density plot in the ω-kx plane. We will
see in the next section that this is in fact the spectrum/band structure of the topological
Hamiltonian defined from the zero frequency Green functions and this is consistent with
the main spirit of the topological Hamiltonian approach that the zero frequency Green
functions capture all the topological information of the system.
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-30
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues of −G−1(0, kx) for M/b ' 0.0013 representing the qualitative behavior
of the bands, which should agree qualitatively with the spectral density plot in the ω-kx plane.
We refer to the two bands with red colour as bands I and the two bands with blue colour as
bands II. The distance between adjacent poles are becoming larger as kx increases.
The first observation is that the distance between adjacent poles are becoming larger
as kx increases. At small kx the poles are very sharp and very close to each other and we
did not plot this area as the nodal loops are so dense that we need to run at extremely
small intervals of kx to reveal all the poles which requires a much larger accuracy.
We could see from the figures that bands I and II always intersect once and only once
in the upper ω plane between each two adjacent poles, which means that the adjacent two
poles always come from different two sets of bands. Different from the weakly coupled
nodal line semimetal system where the four bands are divided into two gapless bands
and two gapped bands which are always gapped, now the two gapped bands in the nodal
line semimetal phase are not always gapped but soon become gapless at a larger kx and
exchange the role with the other two bands. Between each adjacent two poles, there is one
and only one band crossing point in the upper ω plane. Another interesting observation
is that between each two adjacent band crossing points there is always one pole and one
zero of the Green function. This means that for positive mf there will also be poles.
However, we will show below that different from the holographic Weyl semimetal case,
these zeros do not possess nontrivial Berry phases.
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When we increase M/b to be approaching the critical value of (M/b)c, all the nodal
loops would shrink in size and finally become a point at the critical point. Fig. 5 shows
the evolution of one kF as a function of M/b. For each of the nodal lines, we have sharp
Fermi surface and a linear dispersion in all the kx, ky and kz directions [4].
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Figure 5: The dependance of one branch of the nodal loop radius at zero temperature in the
holographic nodal line semimetal phase as a function of M/b. Clearly the radius of the nodal
loop reaches zero when M/b approaches the critical value. The qualitative behavior is the same
for other branches of nodal loops.
4 Topological invariants
In mathematics, topological objects possess properties that are invariant under home-
omorphisms, which are called topological invariants. Topological invariants could be
numbers, e.g. the genus of a closed surface, or could also be groups, e.g. the funda-
mental group. In the same way, topological invariants could be defined for topological
states of matter, which are invariant under adiabatic deformations that do not change
the topology of the underlying physical system.
For weakly coupled topological systems, a simple example of a topological invariant
is the Berry phase with value 0 or pi, which is the phase accumulated along a closed loop
γ in the momentum space for the Bloch states, i.e. eigenstates of the Hamiltonian |nk〉.
The formula for Berry phase [27] is
φ =
∮
γ
Ak · dk , (4.1)
where the Berry connection is defined by eigenstates |nk〉
Ak = i
∑
j
〈nk|∂k|nk〉 , (4.2)
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where j runs over all occupied bands and |nk〉 is the eigenvector of the momentum space
Hamiltonian. Berry phase could be defined in general dimensions and here we focus on
3 + 1 dimensions for our purpose. We can also write (4.1) using the Berry curvature as
φ =
∫
S
Ω · dS , (4.3)
where
Ωi = ijl
(
∂kjAkl − ∂klAkj
)
(4.4)
and dS is the surface element of S which is a surface surrounded by the closed loop γ,
i.e. γ = ∂S.
An equivalent calculation of this topological invariant is to use the Green function
N(kz) =
1
24pi2
∫
dk0dkxdkyTr
[
µνρzG∂µG
−1G∂νG−1G∂ρG−1
]
, (4.5)
where µ, ν, ρ ∈ k0, kx, ky and k0 = iω is the Matsubara frequency. For noninteracting
systems, the Green function G(iω, k) = 1/(iω − h(k)) where h(k) is the Hamiltonian
matrix H =
∑
k c
†
kh(k)ck. This formula for the topological invariant is still applicable
for interacting systems, however, it involves an integration in the iω direction, which is
difficult to get in practical strongly coupled systems. This is not a problem in holography
as in principle we could get the Green function for any value of ω using numerics, which,
however, is extremely time consuming.
In [18, 16] it was shown that the zero frequency Green function G(0,k) already con-
tains all the topological information. One could define an effective topological Hamilto-
nian
Ht(k) = −G−1(0,k) (4.6)
and define eigenvectors using this effective topological Hamiltonian. As long as G(iω,k)
does not have a pole at nonzero ω, the topological invariants defined under the effective
Hamiltonian Ht(k) as if the system is a weakly coupled theory with the Hamiltonian
Ht(k) would be the same as those defined in the original system. Thus we could define
topological invariants using negative valued eigenvectors of Ht(k), i.e. effective occupied
states nk with Ht(k)|nk〉 = −Et|nk〉 and Et > 0.
With the setup in the previous section, we could calculate the zero frequency Green
functions for probe fermions and obtain the topological invariants from the Green func-
tions using the method above. When there is no pole in the imaginary ω axis in the
Green function, the topological invariant could be calculated from the weakly coupled
formula defined for the effective topological Hamiltonian. Once we have obtained the
topological Hamiltonian, the procedure would be the same as the weakly coupled case.
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In the following, we will first obtain the Green function at zero frequency for both the
holographic Weyl and nodal line semimetal states and calculate the topological invariants
from occupied eigenvectors of the zero frequency Green functions. To understand this
procedure easier, we will first start with a simple example, which is the calculation of
holographic topological invariants for the pure AdS case before going to the Weyl and
nodal line cases.
4.1 Topological invariant for the pure AdS case
In the pure AdS case, the system is in fact degenerate at zero frequency, which is easy
to understand as the two Weyl nodes coincide to form a Dirac node, but we could still
distinguish the two degenerate eigenstates according to their chiralities. The retarded
Green functions for one chirality in the pure AdS case for ω > k has already been obtained
in [25]. For pure AdS, the two chiralities do not interact and we could directly get the
full Green function using two spinors of opposite masses and quantizations. In this case,
the action of the two spinors are
S = S1 + S2 , (4.7)
S1 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯1
(
ΓaDa −mf
)
Ψ1 ,
S2 =
∫
d5x
√−giΨ¯2
(
ΓaDa +mf
)
Ψ2 . (4.8)
To obtain the topological Hamiltonian, we focus on the ω = 0 solutions and the zero
frequency Green function. We parametrize the solution as Ψl = (ψ
+
l , ψ
−
l )
T with l = (1, 2).
Different from the ω > k case, at zero frequency, the solutions as well as the Green
functions are real functions of k =
√
k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z . The solution of this action with
infalling boundary condition at the horizon is
ψ+l = r
−1/2K−(−1)lmf+ 12
(k
r
)
a+l , l = (1, 2) (4.9)
where a+1,2 are two arbitrary spinors and K±mf+ 12
(
k
r
)
is the BesselK function. ψ−1,2 could
be obtained from the equations of motion for ψ+1,2, which in our convention of Γ-matrices
is
ψ−l =
kµσ
µ
k2
r
(
r∂r + (−1)lmf
)
ψ+l . (4.10)
Four boundary conditions could be identified as four linearly independent choices of
a+1,2. After expanding the solutions at the boundary we could get the two source and
expectation matrices. The final result for the retarded Green function of two chiralities
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are
G(0,k) ' N
 kiσik1−2mf 0
0 − kiσi
k
1−2mf
 , (4.11)
where N = Γ[1/2−mf ]
Γ[1/2+mf ]4
mf is an overall normalization constant and k = (kx, ky, kz). Note
that when mf is negative, the Green function has poles at ω = k while when mf is
positive, the Green function has zeros instead of poles at ω = k. However, from the
procedure below, we will see that the topological structure is not affected by the value
of the scaling dimension and no matter whether the Green function has zeros or poles,
topological invariants could be the same.
The topological Hamiltonian Ht is defined as −G−1(0,k) from (4.6). To calculate the
Berry curvature, we need to find eigenvectors of the topological Hamiltonian which are
equivalent to eigenvectors of the Green function. For the pure AdS case, the eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian are degenerate at ω = 0. Here we can treat this system as a b → 0
limit of the Weyl semimetal case, where two Weyl points join to form a Dirac point.
Then we could separate the two eigenvectors according to their chiralities, i.e. the two
eigenvectors with negative eigenvalues in fact correspond to the two eigenvectors of the
two chiral Hamiltonians with only one chirality of spinor each. The two eigenvectors are
then
|n1〉 = n01
(
kz + k, kx + iky, 0, 0
)T
, |n2〉 = n02
(
0, 0, kz − k, kx + iky
)T
, (4.12)
where n0l = 1/
√
2k(k − (−1)lkz). Note that the eigenvectors for the pure AdS case are
in fact the same as those in the free massless Dirac Hamiltonian. |n1〉 has positive chi-
rality and is the eigenvector of the positive chirality Hamiltonian while |n2〉 has negative
chirality and is the eigenvector of the negative chirality Hamiltonian.
To calculate the topological invariant we define a sphere S : k = k0 enclosing the
Dirac node k = 0 where k0 is a constant. The system is gapped on the sphere and the
formula for the topological invariant is
Cl =
1
2pi
∮
S
Ωl · dS , (4.13)
where
Ωi = ijkFij , with (i , j , k) ∈ {kx , ky , kz} (4.14)
and F is the Berry curvature defined in (4.4). C defined in this way is an integer number
that does not depend on the exact shape and radius of S as long the deformation does
not pass through a Dirac node.
On the sphere S = k0(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) we have Ωl = (−1)leρ/2k20 , thus
for |n1〉
C1 =
1
2pi
∮
S
Ω · dS = 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θ k20
−1
2k20
= −1 (4.15)
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while for |n2〉
C2 =
1
2pi
∮
S
Ω · dS = 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θ k20
1
2k20
= 1 . (4.16)
The total topological invariant is then zero for pure AdS. This is clear intuitively: the
dual zero density state of pure AdS5 only consists massless Dirac excitations.
4.2 Topological invariant for the holographic Weyl semimetal
For the Weyl semimetal, the nontrivial topological invariant is defined as the Berry
curvature integrated on a closed surface S enclosing the Weyl node located at kl in
the momentum space
CWeyll =
1
2pi
∮
Ωl · dS , (4.17)
and the result does not depend on the exact shape and size of S as long as there is only
one Weyl node inside the closed surface.
For the Weyl semimetal case, the zero frequency Green function, or equivalently the
effective topological Hamiltonian is also real. We will start from the easiest case: the
M/b → 0 limit where the contribution of φ is infinitely small so that could be ignored.
Then we go to the more general case of small M/b. This M/b → 0 limit is also a probe
limit which is valid for the holographic Weyl semimetal away from the quantum critical
point.
4.2.1 M/b→ 0 limit
In the M/b→ 0 limit, we ignore the backreaction of φ to the background geometry and
to the axial gauge field. Then the axial gauge field is a constant in the bulk with Az = a0
and the metric is pure AdS5. As we ignore the contribution of φ, ψ1 and ψ2 do not couple
together and could be solved independently in terms of BesselK functions at ω = 0,
ψ+l = r
−1/2K−(−1)lmf+ 12
(kl
r
)
a+l (4.18)
where kl = (kx, ky, kz + (−1)la0) and kl =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz + (−1)la0)2. Compared to
the pure AdS case, the pole of the first spinor (the negative chirality one) shifts from
w = k = 0 to w = kx = ky = 0 while kz = a0 and the pole of the second spinor shifts to
kz = −a0. The retarded Green function is
G(0,k) ' N

k1iσ
i
k
1−2mf
1
0
0 − k2iσi
k
1−2mf
2
 , (4.19)
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where the normalisation factor N takes the same form as in (4.11). The eigenvalues of
the Green function give ±Nk2mf1,2 . For negative mf the poles of the system are at k1,2 = 0.
As a0 is not zero, the eigenvectors are now not degenerate at zero frequency. At the two
Weyl nodes kz = ±a0, i.e. one of k1,2 is zero while the other not zero, two branches of
the eigenvectors are gapless and the other two are gapped.
Now we calculate the topological invariant at kz = a0 and the calculation for the other
one would be similar and give an opposite topological invariant. At kz = a0, the gapless
eigenvector with a negative eigenvalue of the topological Hamiltonian is
|n1〉 = n0
(
kz − a0 + k1, kx + iky, 0, 0
)T
, (4.20)
where n0 = 1/
√
2k1(k1 + kz − a0) with k1 =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz − a0)2. From |n1〉 we have
Ω = −eρ/2k21 and the topological invariant is
CWeyl1 =
1
2pi
∮
S
Ω1 · dS = 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θ k21
−1
2k21
= −1 . (4.21)
It can be checked that the gapped eigenvector will only contribute a zero to the topological
invariant.
This shows that kz = a0 is a Weyl node with negative chirality and the other node at
kz = −a0 should have CWeyl2 = 1, i.e. the other node possesses an opposite chirality and
topological charge because the total topological invariant/chirality charge for the whole
systems should still be zero which is exactly the consequence of the Nielsen-Ninomiya
theorem [28].
This is the simplest case that φ does not have any contribution. The next step is
to calculate the topological invariant for the more general nonzero M/b case. For this
case, the background geometry gets modified by the scalar field in the bulk and we
cannot solve it analytically anymore. As the background is numerical, we do not have
analytic solutions for the fermion Green function either. We could in principle calculate
the retarded Green functions using numerics, and then calculate the eigenstates and
Berry curvature using numerics. However, this procedure requires finding eigenvectors
numerically which usually loses a lot of accuracy. In order to avoid too much numerics
and the inaccuracy, we will solve it semi-analytically by expanding near the Weyl nodes
and for this to be possible we have to work at the small M/b (M/b)c limit.
4.2.2 M/b (M/b)c case
For M/b (M/b)c, it is expected that there would be two poles separated in the kz axis,
though close to each other. When we calculate the Berry curvature we could in principle
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perform the integration on any sphere that surrounds one and only one Weyl node. When
we reduce the size of the sphere to be smaller and smaller, we could expand the system
around the Weyl node to solve the fermions and get the retarded Green function on that
sphere and then diagonalize it for the eigenstates. Here because of the non-analyticity in
the equations of the probe fermions near the pole, we need to take a near-far matching
method.
We can divide the geometry into the near region and the far region, which overlap
at the matching region. There are usually two scales s1  s2 where the near region is
defined by r  s2 and far region s1  r while the matching region s1  r  s2 as
illustrated in Fig. 6. s1 is the IR expansion parameter which is important in the near
region while not important in the far region. Here in this system s1 is k1 if we focus on
the right Weyl node at kz = a0 and the kx, ky and kz − a0 terms in the far region could
be treated as perturbations. s2 is a UV parameter, e.g. s2 is the chemical potential µ in
the finite density case. Here s2 is the parameter at which the geometry starts to deviate
from AdS5. According to the background geometry (2.4) s2 is in fact a1 or equivalently b
as a1/b ∼ O(1). The near region is now r  b and in this region the background is AdS5.
Thus we require k1 =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz − a0)2  b for the near-far matching method to
work.
Figure 6: Illustration of the near region r  s2 and the far region s1  r.
In the near region of the holographic Weyl semimetal phase, the contribution of φ
almost vanishes while the leading order of Az is a constant. The near horizon geometry
is still AdS5. As the order of φ is extremely small at the horizon in the Weyl semimetal
phase, the equations for the two spinors are decoupled in the near region. We calculate
near one of the expected poles and choose kz0 = a0.
The near region equations are(
Γr∂r +
1
u
(
− iωΓt + ikxΓx + ikyΓy
)
+
1√
uf
(
i(kz + (−1)lAz)Γz
)
+ (−1)lmf√
u
)
ψl = 0 ,
and at the near region the solutions are
ψ+l = r
−1/2K−(−1)lmf+ 12
(kl
r
)
a+l , (4.22)
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where kl =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz + (−1)la0)2 for the upper two components, and using
ψ−l =
klµσ
µ
k2l
r
(
r∂r + (−1)lmf
)
ψ+l (4.23)
we get
ψ−l =
klµσ
µ
kl
r−1/2K−(−1)lmf− 12
(kl
r
)
a+l (4.24)
for the lower two components.
The far region equations can be expanded in terms of k1 = (kx, ky, kz − a0) around 0
as
ψfl = ψ
f0
l + k1iψ
f1i
l , (4.25)
where kx, ky, kz − a0 are the small expansion parameters. The far region leading order
equations are(
Γr∂r +
1√
uf
(
i(a0 ∓ Az)Γz
)
+ (−1)lmf√
u
)
ψf0l − η1
φ√
u
ψf0
l¯
= 0 , (4.26)
and to the first order in k1i equations are(
Γr∂r +
1√
uf
(
i(a0 ∓ Az)Γz
)
+ (−1)lmf√
u
)
ψf1jl − η1
φ√
u
ψf1j
l¯
+
1
u
(
ikjΓ
j
)
ψf0
l¯
= 0
for kj ∈ {kx, ky}, and(
Γr∂r+
1√
uf
(
i(a0∓Az)Γz
)
+(−1)lmf√
u
)
ψf1zl −η1
φ√
u
ψf1z
l¯
+
1√
uf
(
i(kz−a0)Γz
)
ψf0l = 0
for kz − a0, where l¯ = 3− l.
To solve the far region equations we need the near horizon boundary conditions which
are input determined by the matching region expansion of the near region. In the near
horizon region of the far region, i.e. at the matching region, as φ is not important from
(4.26) the leading order solutions are
ψf01 =
(
rmfa+1
r−mfa−1
)
(4.27)
for ψ1 and
ψf02 =
 r−1/2K−mf+ 12
(
2a0
r
)
a+2
r−1/2K−mf− 12
(
2a0
r
)
σza+2
 (4.28)
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for ψ2, where a
±
1 and a
+
2 are constant two-component spinors. There are six independent
near horizon parameters a±1 and a
+
2 , and to calculate the retarded Green function, we only
need four nontrivial linearly independent combinations of the six, which are determined
by the boundary conditions at the matching region. Note that for ψ2 there are only two
free parameters compared to four for ψ1. This is because the expansion around kz = a0
is analytic for ψ2 and the infalling boundary conditions for ψ2 have already been chosen
in the far region.
At first order in k1i of the i-th component in k1 = (kx, ky, kz − a0), the solutions
are sourced by the leading order solutions and there are no new free parameters. We
subtract all the solutions of the leading order and the near horizon solutions are only
nonzero when there are nonzero leading order sources. The first order solutions are
ψf1i1 =
(
r−1−mf c+1i
r−1+mf c−1i
)
, with i ∈ {x, y, z} (4.29)
where c+,−1x,y,z are two component spinors that are determined by a
±
1 and a
+
2 .
ψf1i2 = r
− 3
2
 Kmf+ 32 (2a0r ) c+2i
K−mf+ 12
(
2a0
r
)
c−2i
 , with i ∈ {x, y, z} (4.30)
where c+,−2x,y,z are two component spinors that are determined by a
±
1 and a
+
2 .
Before going to the matching region to match the initial conditions of ψ1, which should
be two sets of linearly independent combinations of
(
a+1
a−1
)
, we could first obtain the
boundary values of the fields under these six independent far region boundary conditions.
For simplicity we choose these six boundary conditions to be
V jini,i = δ
j
i , with i, j ∈ {1, ...6} , (4.31)
where Vini =
a+1a−1
a+2
 and V jini,i refers to the value of the i-th component of Vini under the
j-th boundary condition.
Now we indicate the boundary source vector as sji and the expectation vector as e
j
i ,
which are the i-th components of r−mf
(
ψ+1
ψ−2
)
and rmf
(−ψ+2
ψ−1
)
under the j-th boundary
condition separately. We keep terms in both matrices s and e up to the first order in
kx, ky and kz − a0 and each element of sji or eji would be composed of zeroth and first
order contributions in kx, ky and kz − a0. Due to the structure of the equations, some of
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these contributions would be zero, e.g. s11 has no O(kx) or O(ky) contributions. A full
set of nonzero elements of these two matrices s and e under the six boundary conditions
could be found in the appendix A. The exact values of these elements could be obtained
by numerically integrating the far region equations for any background in the holographic
Weyl semimetal phase.
In the matching region, k1  r  b with k1 =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz − a0)2 we expand the
near region solutions (4.22) and (4.24) as
ψ+1 =
[
rmf
(
2mf−
1
2k
−mf− 12
1 Γ
(
mf +
1
2
))
+ r−mf−1
(
2−mf−
3
2k
mf+
1
2
1 Γ
(
−mf − 1
2
))]
d+1
ψ+2 =
[
1√
r
Kmf+ 12
(
2h0
r
)
+
(k2 − 2a0)
4r3/2
(
(2mf + 1)r
a0
Kmf+ 12
(
2a0
r
)
− 4Kmf+ 32
(
2a0
r
))]
d+2
for the upper two components, and
ψ−1 =
[
2mf−
3
2k
−mf− 12
1 r
mf−1Γ
(
mf − 1
2
)
+ 2−mf−
1
2k
mf− 32
1 r
−mfΓ
(
1
2
−mf
)
k1µσ
µ
]
d+1
ψ−2 =
[
1
2a0
√
r
K−mf− 12
(
2a0
r
)
+
(k2 − 2a0)
8a20r
3/2
(
− 4a0K−mf+ 12
(
2a0
r
)
− (2mf + 3)rK−mf− 12
(
2a0
r
))]
d+2
for the lower two components.
These expansions fix the near horizon initial boundary conditions for the far region
and we could solve the far region equations using these boundary conditions and obtain
the source and expectation matrices under infalling boundary conditions. In fact for ψ2
we do not need this near far matching procedure and could directly use the infalling
boundary conditions at the far region and treat k1 as a small expansion as it is analytical
when expanding around k02 = 2a0 which is not zero.
Now the four infalling boundary conditions that we need are(
d+j1
d+j2
)
i
= δji (4.32)
i.e. the i-th component of
(
d+1
d+2
)
under the j-th boundary condition is δji . These four
boundary conditions fix the six far region boundary conditions to be four and the bound-
ary values of the fields under these four boundary conditions are also combinations of the
boundary values of the fields under six far region boundary conditions. Let us denote sj
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and ej as the source and expectation vectors under the far region j-th boundary condi-
tion, and j runs from 1, ..., 6. The source vector for the first matching region boundary
condition in (4.32) corresponds to(
Γ
(
mf +
1
2
)
2mf−
1
2
k
mf+
1
2
1
)
(s1) + (s3, s4) ·
(
Γ
(
1
2
−mf
)
k
mf− 32
1
2mf+
1
2
k1µσ
µ
(
1
0
))
, (4.33)
and the source vector for the second matching region boundary condition in (4.32) cor-
responds to(
Γ
(
mf +
1
2
)
2mf−
1
2
k
mf+
1
2
1
)
(s2) + (s3, s4) ·
(
Γ
(
1
2
−mf
)
k
mf− 32
1
2mf+
1
2
k1µσ
µ
(
0
1
))
. (4.34)
The third and fourth boundary conditions correspond to s5 and s6 separately. For ex-
pectations, we only need to substitute s’s in the formulas above by e’s.
Finally we could get the source and expectation matrices at the boundary, which are
composed of the parameters xi in the appendix A, where xi with i ∈ 1, ..., 36 are constants
which are the boundary values of the solutions associated with the six far region boundary
conditions. These two matrices are very long and we do not write them out here. The
next step is to get the Green function from the source and expectations matrices using
G = iΓtes
−1. The Green function obtained in this way is still quite complicated and it
is difficult to obtain the eigenstates of the Green function. Now we analyze the Green
function more carefully to see if it could be simplified in certain limits.
As the final Green function will not get modified by changing the initial boundary
conditions by a linear superposition or scaling, here we rescale both the source and
expectation matrix by a factor of
√
k1 for simplicity. Now the determinant of the source
matrix is
detS =
2(x16x25 − x13x28)2
Γ
(
1
4
)2
/Γ
(
3
4
)2 + 2√2k1z(x1x28 − x25x4)(x16x25 − x13x28)√k1Γ (14) /Γ (34) +
+ t1(xi)k1z + t2(xi)k1 , (4.35)
written in orders of k01, k
1/2
1 , k1, where t1 and t2 are functions of xi which are too long
to write out. As we have stated above, xi with i ∈ 1, ..., 36 are 36 constants that could
be read from the boundary values of the source and expectation matrices and k1 =√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz − a0)2. Note that t1,2 do not have the factor (x16x25 − x13x28).
In the pure AdS case and the M/b→ 0 limit, as ψ1 and ψ2 do not couple together it
can be checked that x16x25 − x13x28 = 0. In this limit detS could be simplified to
detS ' (x1x28 − x25x4)2k1 . (4.36)
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The Green function is also simplified in this limit. For M/b small enough, in prin-
ciple one could find an enclosing sphere with radius k1 on which x16x25 − x13x28 
(x1x28− x25x4)
√
k1 holds and the expressions for the Green function and the topological
invariants could be simplified a lot as small perturbations would not change the topo-
logical invariants. xi’s are parameters that do not depend on k1 so it seems that if we
choose k1 large enough, this inequality would hold. However, in our near far matching
calculation, the order of k1 at the sphere should be so small that there exists a region of
r  k1 where the system could still be AdS5 and also that 2k1 at the enclosing sphere
should be smaller than 2a0 so that the sphere only has one pole inside. With the largest
possible k1 that satisfies this constraint, we find that x16x25−x13x28  (x1x28−x25x4)
√
k1
indeed holds for small values of M/b in the holographic semimetal phase. Numerically
we have checked that for M/b ' 0.16, the ratio of the left side of the inequality over the
right side could be around 7.7% at the sphere where we have chosen k1 = 10
−2a0 or if
we choose k1 = 10
−4a0 the ratio would be around 6.7% for M/b ' 0.05. Here we have
chosen mf = −1/4 without loss of generality.
Note that the position of poles should be at detS = 0 and from the perturbative
calculation (4.35) the position of the pole seems also to be modified for a very small
value compared to a0 in the case of M/b → 0 (4.36) due to the x16x25 − x13x28 term,
which though could be ignored in the limit that we are considering. However, with a
nonzero ω → 0 we find that this pole is not visible in the imaginary part of the Green
function as the Green function is purely real at ω → 0 while kz 6= a0. This means that
for the imaginary part, the peak is still at a0. Note that the value of anomalous Hall
conductivity σAHE ' 8αa0 should be proportional to the distance between two poles,
which seems to also lead to the conclusion that the position of poles should be at ±a0.
Thus it is possible that there is some reason leading to the fact that summing over all
perturbations at the order x16x25 − x13x28 would finally keep the position of the pole
unchanged. We will leave this for a future study.
We have found that at the sphere with a small radius k1, which is away from the
pole but not far away, (x16x25 − x13x28) is very small compared to other terms as we
focus on the case that M/b is small enough. Thus the (x16x25 − x13x28) term could be
ignored as the Berry curvature is a quantized number which should not be affected by
small perturbations. In this limit, the Green function can be simplified to be
G(0,k) ' N1√
k1 detS

N0k1z N0(kx − iky) −k1z kx − iky
N0(kx + iky) −N0k1z −kx − iky −k1z
N0N2k1z N0N2(kx − iky) −N2k1z N2(kx − iky)
−N0N2(kx + iky) N0N2k1z N2(kx + iky) N2k1z
 ,
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where
N0 =
x28
x25
, N1 =
√
2
(
x1x28 − x25x4
)(
x22x25 − x13x34
)Γ (3
4
)
Γ
(
1
4
) and N2 = x19x25 − x13x31
x22x25 − x13x34 .
From numerics one can check N2 < N0 for M/b  1. We pick the negative valued
normalized eigenstate of the topological Hamiltonian, which is
1
N
( −k1 − k1z
(kx + iky)N2
, − 1
N2
,
−k1 − k1z
kx + iky
, 1
)T
(4.37)
with N =
√
2k1(1+N22 )(k1+kz)
N2
√
k2x+k
2
y
. With this state, we could calculate the Berry curvature,
then integrate it on the small enclosing sphere and get a nontrivial topological invariant
−1. We could do a similar analysis for the pole at kz = −a0 and obtain the topological
invariant 1.
Thus we have the final result for the nontrivial topological invariants for small M/b
for the holographic Weyl semimetal phase. For M/b ∼ O((M/b)c) this matching method
could not work as there is no matching region anymore. In this case we could in principle
calculate the zero frequency Green functions using the numerical method and perform
the integration also numerically to get topological invariants, which we leave for future
investigation.
4.2.3 Spectral function at ω = ±a0 and kz = 0
We have calculated the topological invariant for the holographic Weyl semimetal using
the ω = 0 Green function (topological Hamiltonian) in the previous subsection. In this
subsection, for completeness we will have a look at the Fermi spectrum for ω 6= 0 and
to avoid tedious numerics we will also stay in the semi-analytic regime of calculation. In
the M/b → 0 limit, when we calculate the Green functions at ω > k1,2, instead of the
formula in (4.19), we have
G(ω,k) '

ω+k1µσµ
k
1−2mf
1ω
0
0 ω−k2µσ
µ
k
1−2mf
2ω
 , (4.38)
where klω =
√
ω2 − k2x − k2y − (kz + (−1)la0)2. The poles are at k1ω = 0 or k2ω = 0. At
kz = 0 we could see that the two branches of k1ω = 0 and k2ω = 0 intersect at kz = 0
while ω = ±
√
k2x + k
2
y + a
2
0. This means that besides the two “band crossing” points
at ω = 0 and kz = ±a0, we have another two “band crossing” points at ω = ±a0 and
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Figure 7: The spectrum of the holographic Weyl semimetal in the limit M/b = 0. When we
have a small nonzero M/b, the points (0,±a0) will become a pseudogap and we do not have
poles at these two points any more. The points (±a0, 0) remain poles.
kz = 0 at M/b → 0. The following figure shows the Fermi spectrum of the M/b → 0
limit holographic Weyl semimetal.
In the following we will show that when M/b 6= 0, the effect of φ will change this
band intersection at ω = ±a0 and kz = 0 into a pseudogap. We work in the very small
M/b limit and expand the system in orders of M/b to study the leading order effect
of M/b. We could easily check from the equations of motion for the background that
the scalar field has an order O(M/b) profile and backreacts to other fields to give order
O ((M/b)2) order corrections to other fields. This means that at leading order in M/b
the background geometry would still be pure AdS5 with Az = b = a0 all through the bulk
and φ = φ(r) ∼ O(M/b) which could be solved from the equation of motion for φ in the
AdS background.
As the effect of φ at the horizon is always negligible in the holographic Weyl semimetal
phase, again we take the near far matching method with ω − a0 → 0 and for simplicity
also kx = ky = 0. The near region is defined by r  b and the far region is defined by
ω ∓ a0  r depending on if we want to study the up or down branch. Here we focus on
the ω → a0 branch and it is straightforward to generalize to the other branch.
In the near region, the geometry is AdS and the near region solutions are the Hankel
functions
ψ1 =
 1√rH(1) (14 , k1ωr ) a+1
ω+k1µσµ
k1ω
√
r
H(1)
(−3
4
, k1ω
r
)
a+1
 , ψ2 =
 1√rH(1) (34 , k2ωr ) a+2
ω+k2µσµ
k2ω
√
r
H(1)
(−1
4
, k2ω
r
)
a+2
 , (4.39)
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where klω =
√
ω2 − k2x − k2y − (kz + (−1)la0)2 and we have chosen mf = −1/4. Note
that different from the ω = 0, kz → a0 region where ψ1 has effectively zero momentum
while ψ2 has an effective finite momentum, here for each of ψl half of the components
have effectively zero momentum while the other half nonzero. However, the solutions are
still functions of klω/r where klω → 0. This indicates that though for some components
of ψl, there is a finite ω0 + a0 = 2a0 term in the equation, the ω0 + a0 = 2a0 terms in
the equations are in fact first order ω − a0 corrections sourced by corresponding leading
order solutions which have the ω + a0 coefficient in front. We define ω˜ = ω − a0 and fix
kx = ky = kz = 0. We expand the system at ω → a0 i.e. small ω˜. As we explained above,
to study the leading order effect of M/b the background geometry is still AdS5 and Az is
also a constant in the whole bulk spacetime. Then we could also expand the equations of
motion for ψl in orders of M/b at the far region as it is only important in the far region.
The far region solutions could be written as
ψfl = ψ
f0
l + ω˜ψ
f1ω
l +
M
b
ψf1φl + kzψ
f1z
l , (4.40)
where M/b is small. The leading order equations are(
Γr∂r + (−1)lmf√
u
)
ψf0l = 0 . (4.41)
Before knowing how infalling boundary conditions from the near region result in the far
region, we have in the far region eight independent horizon initial boundary conditions
and linear order solutions could be determined from leading order ones. The eight initial
boundary conditions for
(
ψf01
ψf02
)
are
V jini =
(
rmf δj1 , r
mf δj2 , r
−mf δj3 , r
−mf δj4 , r
−mf δj5 , r
−mf δj6 , r
mf δj7 , r
mf δj8
)T
, j ∈ {1, ..., 8} .
The leading order solutions are just exact solutions r±mf for the components with nonzero
boundary conditions. Note that later we will use the matching region solution to reduce
these eight linearly independent boundary conditions to four by imposing infalling bound-
ary conditions.
The initial boundary conditions at the horizon for various components of ψf1ω,zl are
r−(−1)
lmf−1 as they are sourced by leading order solutions. Thus the first order corrections
in ω and kz for far region solutions are not important as for pure AdS background
the solutions r−(−1)
lmf−1 are exact solutions and do not affect the boundary source and
expectation terms. From here on we focus on ψf1φl .
The initial boundary conditions for ψf1φl are all zero. We integrate the far region
equations for ψf1φl and get the following result. Under the boundary condition V
1,2
ini , the
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only nonzero boundary values are ψ+2 = P1
M
b
r1/4
(
δj1
δj2
)
; for V 3,4ini , only nonzero boundary
values are ψ−2 = −P2Mb r−1/4
(
δj3
δj4
)
; for V 5,6ini , only nonzero boundary values are ψ
+
1 =
P2
M
b
r−1/4
(
δj5
δj6
)
; for V 7,8ini , only nonzero boundary values are ψ
−
1 = −P1Mb r1/4
(
δj7
δj8
)
, where
P1,2 are numbers determined by numerics and for the set of parameters that we have used
in this paper, we have P1 ' 503.5 and P2 ' 0.0073.
Now we impose the following four infalling boundary contions at the horizon of the
near region with
(
a+j1
a+j2
)
i
= δji , i, j ∈ {1...4}. At the matching region, expanding the
solutions we get the near horizon boundary conditions for the far region solutions. Thus
we have the following far region solutions for these four infalling boundary conditions
after matching the coefficients in the matching region. For the first boundary condition,
the far region solution with infalling boundary condition obtained from the matching
region is
− i2
1/4Γ[1/4]
pik
1/4
1ω
ψ1l +
(ω + a0)2
1/4
k
7/4
1ω
( √
2
Γ(1/4)
+
iΓ(3/4)
pi
)
ψ2l ; (4.42)
for the second boundary condition, the far region solution is
− i2
1/4Γ[1/4]
pik
1/4
1ω
ψ3l +
(ω − a0)21/4
k
7/4
1ω
( √
2
Γ(1/4)
+
iΓ(3/4)
pi
)
ψ4l ; (4.43)
for the third boundary condition, the far region solution is
− i2
3/4Γ[3/4]
pik
3/4
1ω
ψ5l +
(ω − a0)2−3/4
k
5/4
1ω
(
2
Γ(3/4)
− i
√
2Γ(1/4)
pi
)
ψ6l ; (4.44)
and for the fourth boundary condition, the far region solution is
− i2
3/4Γ[3/4]
pik
3/4
1ω
ψ7l +
(ω − a0)2−3/4
k
5/4
1ω
(
2
Γ(3/4)
− i
√
2Γ(1/4)
pi
)
ψ8l , (4.45)
where ψjl corresponds to far region solutions under the j-th boundary condition (4.42).
Here the value of k1ω at kz = 0 is the same as k2ω at kz = 0.
With these four linearly independent solutions and the boundary values of ψj1,2 that
we have already obtained earlier, we could now get the source and expectation matrices,
which are very long and we do not write them out here. Now the determinant of the
source matrix has an extra P 22 term compared to the M/b = 0 case meaning that the
determinant of the source matrix is not zero anymore at ω = a0, kz = 0 due to nonzero
P 22 , which makes the k1ω = 0 pole vanish and becomes a pseudogap.
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4.3 Topological invariants for holographic nodal line semimetal
For a nodal line semimetal, there are two topological invariants as shown in [20]. The first
one is to take a circle linking the nodal loop in the momentum space of kx, ky and kz and
this loop cannot shrink to a point as it cannot deform adiabatically to unlink the nodal
loop. The second topological invariant is defined on a sphere enclosing the nodal loop.
In this case, the sphere also can not shrink to a point without passing singularities in the
Green function. The first topological invariant is the one responsible for the stability of
the nodal loop under small perturbations, i.e. the nodal line semimetal does not become
gapped under small perturbations. The second topological invariant is related to whether
the critical point is topological or not. As the second topological invariant would require
too much numerics, we will not consider this one in this paper.
The first topological invariant is a Berry phase along the circle. We have multiple
while discrete nodal lines in the kx-ky plane at kz = 0 in the holographic nodal line
semimetal phase and for each nodal line we could define a Berry phase. For each two or
even more nodal lines we could also define a circle linking at the same time with two or
more nodal lines, i.e. two or more nodal lines pass through the inside of the circle, which
however could be continuously deformed to two or more separate circles of each nodal
line itself as is shown in Fig. 8. Thus in the following we will focus on the Berry phase
of each nodal line.
Figure 8: Illustration of the circle to which the Berry phase is associated. From left to right: a
circle with only one nodal loop passing through its inside; a circle with two nodal loops passing
through its inside; the circle could continuously deform to two separated circles, each of which
is of the type in the first figure.
To avoid tedious numerical calculations, we choose very closely located discrete points
on the loop and calculate the Berry phase in the discrete limit. We will show that in
this case, the effective topological Hamiltonian method is still applicable and a nontrivial
Berry phase of pi could be obtained for the holographic nodal line semimetal phase.
The procedure to calculate the Berry phase is the following. We first find the position
of the Fermi surface kF =
√
k2x + k
2
y at kz = 0 and ω = 0. Then without loss of generality
we take the circle in the kx-kz plane to be
√
k2z + (kx − kF )2 = k0 and ky = 0. Along
this circle, we choose N points to be kz = cf cos θ and kx = kF + cf sin θ where θ =
2pij
N
,
j ∈ {1, ...N} and the range of θ covers 0 to 2pi as shown in Fig. 9. cf should be chosen
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to be small enough such that the circle does not pass through another nodal line. Then
we could define the Berry phase using the discrete version and calculate the total Berry
phase acquired along this circle. The discrete Berry phase is defined as
e−iφi1i2 =
〈ni1|ni2〉
|〈ni1|ni2〉|
, (4.46)
where |ni1〉 and |ni2〉 are two adjacent eigenstates along the circle. The total Berry phase
is the sum of all adjacent phases along the circle from 0 to 2pi.
Figure 9: We can discrete the circle in the kx-kz plane with N points.
For the nodal line semimetal, the poles are also band crossing points. At ω = 0 and
kz 6= 0, the near horizon boundary condition is proportional to e−|kz |/(u0r) which is real.
The four eigenvalues of G−1(0,k) are real and appear in ± pairs. The eigenstates of
G−1(0,k) are also real. This feature is the same as the weakly coupled theory for a nodal
line semimetal and this means that the relative phase between adjacent eigenvectors could
either be 0 or pi. For kz → 0 the near horizon boundary condition becomes tricky as the
kz and kx contributions may be equally large and we cannot ignore kx terms anymore.
Thus we first choose discrete points on the circle not very close to the kx axis.
Using numerics, we choose 51 discrete points on a circle with |k − kF | = cf where cf
is a small number. To see more clearly whether there is a phase change on this circle,
we have the following Fig. 10 of the four components of the normalized gapless negative
eigenvalued eigenvector for kF = 931/1000
8 at M/b ' 0.0013 and the qualitative behavior
for other nodal lines is the same. For the eigenvector at each site, there is a freedom to
multiply the eigenvector by ±1 and whether we should choose 1 or −1 is determined by
the continuity of the vectors, i.e. we choose the eigenvector which continuously evolves
on the circle.
8Note that we have fixed b = 1.
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Figure 10: The value of the four components of the normalized gapless negative eigenval-
ued eigenvector of the topological Hamiltonian, i.e. −G−1(0,k) of the holographic nodal line
semimetal at M/b ' 0.0013 along the circle around the pole kF ' 0.931. θ = pi/2, 3/2pi is
kz = 0. This behavior is qualitatively the same for other poles and for small deformations of
the circle that does not pass through the nodal lines.
From this figure, we could see that in the kz > 0 and kz < 0 regions, the behavior
of the eigenvectors are quite different. In the kz < 0 region, the first and the fourth
components are equal and are close to the value 1/
√
2 while the second and the third
components are opposite and are very small, i.e. the eigenvectors approach |nkz→0−〉 =
(1/
√
2, 0, 0, 1/
√
2)T when kz → 0 from below. In the kz > 0 region, the second and third
components are close to ±1/√2 while the first and the fourth components are almost
zero, i.e. the eigenvectors approach |nkz→0+〉 = (0, 1/
√
2,−1/√2, 0)T . This shows that
at kz = 0 there is a sudden jump in the eigenvectors that the adjacent eigenvectors are
orthogonal to each other, i.e. 〈nkz→0−|nkz→0+〉 = 0. According to the formula of discrete
Berry phases, this gives undetermined Berry phases. However, in fact though |nkz→0+〉
and |nkz→0−〉 are orthogonal to each other, it could be that the eigenvector nkz=0 at kz = 0
is not orthogonal to either of |nkz→0+〉 and |nkz→0−〉 and gives a determined result for the
Berry phase. Thus the eigenvectors at the kz = 0 points play an important key role to
determine the Berry phase.
Numerics could not detect small but nonzero kz regions very accurately, but we could
work directly at kz = 0 which is easier in numerics. For each of the pole, the small circle
would intersect with the kx axis twice (i.e. kz = 0) one at kF− = kF (1 − δ) and one
at kF+ = kF (1 + δ), where δ  1 is a small number. We could work out the negative
valued eigenvector of both kF− and kF+. We find that for all the poles from the same
two bands as kF ' 1.048, the eigenvector at kF− is |nkF−〉 = 1/2(1, 1,−1, 1)T while the
eigenvector at kF+ is |nkF+〉 = 1/2(1,−1, 1, 1)T . To connect these two eigenvectors with
those of |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉, we find that there needs to be a pi phase along the circle.
When we first connect |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉 to |nkF−〉 we find that |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉
written in this way are already continuously connected without flipping signs of either of
the two vectors. When we connect |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉 to |nkF+〉 we find that either
one of |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉 has to flip the sign or there would be a pi phase change
at kz = 0 and if we flip the sign of one of |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉, a pi phase difference
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would appear in the upper or lower half plane in the kx-kz plane. Thus for these poles,
we could see that there is a nontrivial Berry phase of pi. An illustration on the vectors
can be found in Fig. 11 and the different vectors for different poles or zeros can be found
in Tab. 1.
Figure 11: Illustration for the calculation of Berry phase for holographic nodal line semimetal
phase around each pole kF,i or any zero point k0,i of the Green function. |nkz→0±〉 are the same
for all these points while |nkF±〉 are different depending on the points.
poles from Bands I poles from Bands II zeros of the Green function
|nkF+〉 1/2(1,−1, 1, 1)T 1/2(1,−1,−1, 1)T 1/2(1, 1,−1, 1)T
|nkF−〉 1/2(1, 1,−1, 1)T 1/2(1, 1, 1,−1)T 1/2(1, 1,−1, 1)T
|nkz→0+〉 (0, 1/
√
2,−1/√2, 0)T
|nkz→0−〉 (1/
√
2, 0, 0, 1/
√
2)T
Table 1: A table of |nkF±〉 and |nkz→0±〉 for poles from bands I, II and zeros of the Green
function.
The behavior of the negative valued eigenvectors for kz 6= 0 points on the small circle
around the pole is the same for all the poles and all the zeros of the Green functions,
while the kz = 0 and kF,± = kF (1 ± δ) negative valued eigenvectors |nkF±〉 are different
depending on whether the poles come from bands I or II. In general, for poles from bands
I, i.e. the blue colored bands in Fig. 4, |nkF±〉 are the same as above and all result in
a nontrivial Berry phase of pi. For the poles from bands II, e.g. for kF = 931/1000, the
eigenvector at kF− is |nkF−〉 = 1/2(1, 1, 1,−1)T while the eigenvector at kF+ is |nkF+〉 =
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1/2(1,−1,−1, 1)T , which are still orthogonal to both |nkz→0−〉 and |nkz→0+〉. This means
that for the poles from the bands II, the Berry phase for the circle around the nodal point
is still undetermined.
Besides checking the Berry phase for the poles, we have also checked if there is a
nontrivial Berry phase at each zero of the Green functions G(0, kix) = 0 and we find that
for the zeros of the Green functions, |nkF+〉 = |nkF−〉 = 1/2(1, 1,−1, 1)T and results in a
trivial Berry phase of 0. This is different from the Weyl semimetal case where the zeros
of the Green function could still have nontrivial topological invariants and this may also
indicate that for positive mf the poles do not have nontrivial Berry phases.
Thus with the above we conclude that for the holographic nodal line semimetal phase,
there is a nontrivial topological invariant associated with poles from bands I and for poles
from bands II the Berry phase is undetermined.
5 Conclusion and discussion
We have calculated the topological invariants for holographic Weyl and nodal line semimet-
als. For both cases, we find that we could define a nontrivial topological invariant using
the topological Hamiltonian method, which allows us to calculate the topological invari-
ants using the zero frequency Green functions of fermionic operators. For the holographic
WSM case, semi-analytic calculations allows us to get the topological invariants for very
small M/b, which are ±1 and are exactly the same as weakly coupled WSM model, while
for larger M/b we will have to use numerics. For the holographic NLSM case, different
from the weakly coupled models, there are multiple nodal lines which are poles at ω = 0
with kF,i for the holographic model. From the zero frequency Green function we could tell
that these poles come from different sets of bands indicating that the two gapped bands
and two gapless bands exchange their roles alternatively along the kx axis. A discrete
version of Berry phase calculation shows that for half of these poles there is a nontrivial
pi Berry phase while for the other half coming from the other two bands, the Berry phase
is undetermined.
These nontrivial topological invariants provide a further robust evidence that the
holographic models are strongly coupled topologically nontrivial semimetals and these
holographic models serve as a useful arena and a useful tool for the study of various
interesting properties of strongly topological semimetals. It would be interesting to gen-
eralize these to gapped systems and provide predictions of properties of strongly coupled
gapped and gapless topological states of matter.
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A s and e
In this appendix we list the elements s and e appeared in Sec. 4.2.2. Note that xi with
i ∈ 1, ..., 36 are constants which are the boundary values of the solutions associated with
the six far region boundary conditions.
s1 = (x1 + x2(kz − a0) , − x3(kx + iky) , x4 + x5(kz − a0) , x6(kx + iky))T
s2 = (x3(kx − iky) , x1 + x2(kz − a0) , x6(kx − iky) , − x4 − x5(kz − a0))T
s3 = (−x13 − x14(kz − a0) , − x15(kx + iky) , − x16 − x17(kz − a0) , x18(kx + iky))T
s4 = (−x15(kx − iky) , x13 + x14(kz − a0) , − x18(kx − iky) , − x16 − x17(kz − a0))T
s5 = (x25 − x26(kz − a0) , x27(kx + iky) , x28 + x29kz , − x30(kx + iky))T
s6 = (x27(kx − iky) , − x25 + x26(kz − a0) , x30(kx − iky) , x28 + x29(kz − a0))T
e1 = (−x7 − x8kz , x9(kx + iky) , − x10 − x11(kz − a0) , − x12(kx + iky))T
e2 = (−x9(kx − iky) , − x7 − x8(kz − a0) , − x12(kx − iky) , x10 + x11(kz − a0))T
e3 = (x19 + x20(kz − a0) , x21(kx + iky) , x22 + x23(kz − a0) , − x24(kx + iky))T
e4 = (x21(kx − iky) , − x19 − x20kz , x24(kx − iky) , x22 + x23(kz − a0))T
e5 = (−x31 − x32(kz − a0) , − x33(kx + iky) , − x34 + x35(kz − a0) , x36(kx + iky))T
e6 = (−x33(kx − iky) , x31 + x32(kz − a0) , − x36(kx − iky) , − x34 + x35(kz − a0))T
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